
Plan Melbourne Refresh Taskforce 
Dept of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 

18 December 2015 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Re: Plan Melbourne Refresh 

I am writing on behalf of the Victorian Chapter of the Australian Institute of Architects in response to 
State Government’s review of Plan Melbourne. We support the Government’s review of Plan 
Melbourne and are encouraged by the acknowledgement of a range of important issues, including 
contradictions within the existing Plan Melbourne. We welcome the Government refocussing on this 
vital strategic document with a view to amending aspects of it to provide for better housing diversity, 
housing affordability and climate change issues. 

The Institute’s submission in Dec 2013 to the initial Plan Melbourne document identified a number 
of key areas of concern. While we note that some of these have been positively acted upon by this 
Government (ongoing debate on the need to introduce Apartment Design Standards and 
reinstatement of the OVGA to the Premier’s Dept), for which we offer our support and 
congratulations, we continue to be concerned about other issues.   

Our key concern is the manner in which the residential zone reforms were implemented and the 
impact the uneven application of the Neighbourhood Residential Zone (NRZ) is already having on the 
supply, diversity and affordability of the housing that Melbourne requires over the next 30‐40 years. 

We support all the concerns raised by a leading group of industry professionals, coordinated through 
, in their submission to this Plan Melbourne Refresh 

(electronically submitted today 18/12/2015).  While not wanting to repeat the detail that is included 
in their submission we would add the following:  

Neighbourhood Residential Zones: 
There is an inherent tension within Plan Melbourne regarding the creation of a 20 minute city 
(Direction 4.1), and the desire to reduce the cost of living by increasing housing supply near services 
and public transport (Direction 2.2) with other key aspects of Plan Melbourne: in particular, the 
desire to protect Melbourne and its suburbs from inappropriate development (Direction 4.2) and the 
goal to place a minimum of 50% of Melbourne’s residentially zoned land within the NRZ (Initiative 
4.2.1). 

In September 2012 the Institute made a submission on the then proposed new zones that supported 
the overall concept of the policy but even then we raised concerns about how it may be 
implemented. In particular, we noted the risk of mandated height limits becoming a focus of 
planning policy.  
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It appears that our concern, as voiced in 2012, has become a reality as some councils seized the 
opportunity to roll out much more restrictive controls across vast areas that do not warrant such 
tight restrictions. This put in place mandatory height limits and restricted subdivision across large 
areas of Melbourne. Even worse, in places new schedules were applied that changed 9m preferred 
heights into 9m mandatory heights. This significantly undermined the ability to design and build in 
areas that in many places already exceed these newly proposed height limits. 
 
It is clear that these zoning changes have had a very significant impact on the future of the city. Large 
areas of Melbourne are effectively quarantined from any sort of change, disproportionately in the 
most accessible locations in the inner and middle suburbs. At risk is Melbourne's hard won 
reputation as a liveable, diverse and affordable city that supports innovation as well as design quality 
in residential neighbourhoods. These risks are very real: 
 

• Reduced housing affordability 
• Reduced diversity of housing for aged and low income households 
• Difficulty for small‐medium scale developers to find suitable sites 

We support the concept of the 20 minute city and the important role of existing activity centres and 
their surrounding hinterland in providing employment and housing opportunities for Melbournians. 
We encourage the Government to further strengthen the 20 minute city objective by enabling more 
intensive development in and around existing centres and by ensuring that the development of these 
established areas provide for genuinely diverse housing opportunities. 
 
We encourage the State Government to continue with its review of the Residential Zone reform 
process as a key outcome of Plan Melbourne Refresh. We understand that this process is occurring 
concurrently and support the call from the aforementioned industry group submission that this 
should include: 
 

• Review of the process, noting that the time frames associated with the application of the 
zones prevented the appropriate level of strategic work to be undertaken by Council 

• Review of the application of the zones, in particular in the context of Practice Note 78, which 
appears to have been ignored in a number of instances 

• Review of the zones themselves, including the potential to remove the density provision of 
the NRZ and perhaps the inclusion of variations to the Clause 55 schedules, such as 50% site 
coverage, to better achieve site responsive and respectful design outcomes 

 
We would also encourage the deletion of Initiative 4.2.1, which seeks to have 50% of Melbourne’s 
residentially zoned land within the NRZ. Instead the planning process should focus on the 
development and implementation of neighbourhood character policies, neighbourhood character 
overlays and other traditional planning tools to protect Melbourne’s suburbs, where warranted, 
from inappropriate development. 
 
Open Space: 
A fundamental requirement for healthy cities is open space.  We are increasingly concerned with the 
deprioritisation of strategically planned open space as key part of planning for our city’s future. 
Access to open space becomes a critical issue as densities increase.  An open space network is 
required throughout our urban fabric.  It goes without saying that far more community activities take 
place in open space than simply active and passive recreation, apart from the beneficial effects of 
greenery and its role in moderating heat load. An open space network is required throughout our 
urban areas to provide for the diverse needs of the community.   
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Our founding fathers blessed Melbourne with many parks and gardens, a major contributor to our 
‘most liveable city’ status.   However, we have been less farsighted in our planning for Southbank, 
Docklands and Fisherman’s Bend.  To simply appropriate the open space which serves the needs of 
existing residents does not address the problem.  Designation of appropriate open space is an 
essential first step in planning.  Other equally necessary public facilities may be able to be to ‘bolted 
on’ later in the planning process, but vertical open space is not an option.  Equally important is the 
mechanism for acquiring the open space.  Various methods are proposed for developer open space 
contributions, but all are made at the time of development‐ there must be provision made in the 
initial planning stage. 
 
We welcome further discussion with the Government on the issues raised both here and also in the 
industry group letter. We would be pleased to contribute more detail to such issues in due course. 
We look forward to continuing to engage with the Government on this extremely important strategic 
initiative and again congratulate you on actions taken to date aimed at progressively improving the 
built environment in our metropolitan area through a planning system that protects and enhances 
the valued aspects of Melbourne, while simultaneously allowing for change in response to future 
emerging needs.  
 
Yours sincerely 
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